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Violent Python shows you how to move from a theoretical understanding of offensive computing
concepts to a practical implementation. Instead of relying on another attackerâ€™s tools, this book
will teach you to forge your own weapons using the Python programming language. This book
demonstrates how to write Python scripts to automate large-scale network attacks, extract
metadata, and investigate forensic artifacts. It also shows how to write code to intercept and analyze
network traffic using Python, craft and spoof wireless frames to attack wireless and Bluetooth
devices, and how to data-mine popular social media websites and evade modern anti-virus.
Demonstrates how to write Python scripts to automate large-scale network attacks, extract
metadata, and investigate forensic artifactsWrite code to intercept and analyze network traffic using
Python. Craft and spoof wireless frames to attack wireless and Bluetooth devicesData-mine popular
social media websites and evade modern anti-virus
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Violent python is an introductory level book on python with a introductory look at security concepts
in general. It is great for those who are new to the language and would like example use cases of
simplistic security tools, but not for those who want to understand Python, deeply understand the
security concepts covered, or using python for reliable tools.Problems I had:1.) This book is about
python libraries and interacting with them and other programs. It is not about understanding the
attack and implementing them in Python. Sure, some may be required for ease to the beginner

when it comes to forensics, communicating with ssh, or integrating with other tools for complex
protocols like SMB, but anything else is really not fair to those who may not be able to use the
library, who have problems and need to understand why, or those who want to understand what is
happening on a lower level. Examples:1a.) Use ftplib for your ftp bruteforcer.1b.) Use zipfile to crack
zip archives.1c.) Use os to send metasploit exploit code (your own 'conficker')/os to use msfpayload
to bypass a/v.1d.) Use smtplib to communicate with smtp (regardless of the functions being
ironically similiar to the real commands).The problem with this is it doesn't teach you how these
libraries work. For example, one should show the person how to interact with FTP with the sockets
library, what to send, what to look for, and then show them the easy libraries. As previosly stated, it
also doesn't prepare them for issues (like programs that don't like complying with rfc standards).2.)
More exception handling. The socket code is not helpfully handled on all stages of attempted
connection.

TL;DR - go directly to the conclusion.This book is really weird. It shows since the beginning its
nature, as stated by the book itself: a cookbook. A set of recipes to do something effectively, one
would expect. It is, instead, a series of examples of how replicating some pretty old attack in a pretty
bad manner. The reasons why I say this?- the code is bad: - it looks like "the Python antipattern
cookbook", that is "how not to code in Python" (too long list of examples here, but some: exception
handling generally absent and when present it's a "catch-all", namespace pollution, old-style
classes) - it completely ignores best practices, code reuse, multithreading, isolation,
synchronization, good design- the attacks are very old: - everything you learn in this book is
pointless nowadays- the rationale and explanations are generally absent: - it doesn't explain why
something is done in that way: it just goes "we do this, and this, and this, et voilÃ !". The
consequence is that it's useless for a beginner since he can't learn anything new, and it's useless
for an expert, since it's too basic to be useful - there's no troubleshooting at all: what if something
doesn't work out of the box?
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